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ABSTRACT 

The beam-foil method was used to determine 

mean-lives of excited atomic states. Initial studies were 

done on states of the helium- and hydrogen-like ions B IV 

and B V, with the mean-lives determined by fitting the decay 

curves to sums of exponential terms. Since theoretical 

values of the mean-lives are very precise in these simple 

atomic systems, our results indicate the accuracy of the 

experimental method. 

A series of measurements was made of the low lying 

2s 2p^ states in nitrogen-like Ne IV, Na V, Mg VI, A1 VII, 

and Si VIII. The experimental results were compared to 

theoretical calculations of Fawcett and Sinanoglu, and 

showed excellent agreement with Sinanoglu's nonclosed-shell 

many electron theory. 

The lifetimes of the 4p 2P]_/2 
and 4p 2p3/2 states i-n 

copper-like Br VII were determined by measuring decay curves 

for both the primary and cascade decays and then analyzing 

the curves jointly. Our resulting mean-life values are 

considerably shorter than those of previous experiments 

which analyzed only the primary decay curve. Comparison 

with theoretical calculations showed excellent agreement 

with those which include core polarization effects. 

xi 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Knowledge of transition probabilities of excited 

states in highly ionized atoms is important both for our 

understanding of atomic structure and as a diagnostic tool 

in analyzing high temperature plasmas. Since the 

theoretical calculations which have been made of transition 

probabilities rely on approximations of different forms, a 

comparison with experimental results can indicate the 

validity of the approximations used. This, in turn, should 

improve the accuracy of future calculations. Transition 

probabilities are valuable diagnostic tools since excited 

states of ions are observed in the spectra of plasmas such 

as those produced in fusion experiments and seen on stellar 

surfaces. Calculation of the abundances of the ions in the 

plasma requires accurate values of the transition 

probabilities. 

In the present work, transition probabilities were 

measured using the beam-foil method first introduced by Kay 

(1963) and Bashkin (1964). A typical experimental 

arrangement for the beam-foil method is shown schematically 

in Fig. 1.1. An accelerated beam of ions is passed 

1 
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Fig. 1.1 Typical Beam-Foil Experimental Arrangement. 
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through an analyzing magnet to select those ions with a 

specific charge to mass ratio. The beam then passes 

through a thin carbon foil which partially strips the ions 

of electrons and leaves them in various excited states. 

The spectrometer views the light emitted as the excited 

states decay to lower energy states. 

If the carbon foil is moved upstream, the 

spectrometer will be viewing the ions at a longer time from 

their excitation by the foil. Measuring the light 

intensity as a function of foil position is then equivalent 

to observing the population decay of the excited state with 

time. 

The following features of the beam-foil method make 

it well suited for measuring atomic state lifetimes. 

•1. The ion beam is of high chemical purity since 

the analyzing magnet selects a particular charge to mass 

ratio. In most cases this is sufficient to insure that 

only the desired ions are present in the beam. Care must, 

of course, still be taken that there are no impurities with 

the same charge to mass ratio as the desired ion. 

2. The low density of the beam (108 particles/cm3) 

and high vacuum (<10~5 torr) in the beam path produce a 

mean free path length on the order of meters and make 

collisional deexcitation processes negligible. 

3. The position of the foil and velocity of the 

beam are both easily determined resulting in good time 
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resolution. Atomic state lifetimes ranging from a few 

picoseconds to microseconds can be measured. 

4. Highly charged ions are easily produced and the 

average degree of ionization can be varied by changing the 

beam velocity. 

There are two major difficulties in obtaining 

accurate mean-life measurements using the beam-foil method. 

1. The excitation by the foil is non-selective, 

i.e. in addition to the state being studied, numerous 

other excited states are also created. The result is that 

the state of interest is repopulated by the decay of higher 

energy states. This process, referred to as cascading, 

complicates the interpretation of the observed decay curve. 

The problem is most severe when the lifetimes of the higher 

energy states are about equal to the lifetime of the state 

being measured. 

2. The observed decay curve can be affected by 

changes in the beam intensity and by changes in the foil as 

it ages. Both of these problems can be minimized by proper 

monitoring of the beam and by using repeated scans. The 

foil-aging effect is most pronounced for beams of heavy 

ions with relatively low velocity which damage the foil 

most rapidly. 

The specific procedures used in this study to deal 

with these two problems of the beam-foil method will be 

discussed in Chapter 3. Mean-lives were measured for low 
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energy excited states in boron V and IV (one and two 

electron ions respectively), the seven electron ions 

(nitrogen-like) from neon IV through silicon VIII, and the 

29 electron (copper-like) ion bromine VII. 

The study of B IV and V had two main objectives. 

The first was to check the accuracy of the beam-foil method 

in a system where the theoretical calculations are presumed 

to be quite accurate. The relative simplicity of one and 

two electron systems makes the calculations much more 

precise than in many electron systems. The second 

motivation was that the experimental results reported by 

Buchet and Buchet-Poulizac (1973) studying these same ions 

were in extreme disagreement with calculations by Cohen and 

McEachran (1972), Schiff, Pekeris and Accad (1971), and 

Wiese, Smith, and Glennon (1966). We felt that this 

discrepancy should be investigated before measuring 

mean-lives in more complex atomic systems. 

A series of measurements was then made of the 

mean-lives of the 2s2p"* ^P, 2D, and 2P states in the 

nitrogen-like ions Ne IV, Na V^ Mg VI, A1 VII, and Si VIII. 

Recent calculations by Fawcett (1978) of the lifetimes of 

these states differ from the earlier results of Sinanoglu 

(1973). Our measurements are compared to the different 

theoretical predictions in Chapter 4. Since the same 

experimental procedure was used for each ion, the 

measurements are particularly useful in determining the 
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trends in the lifetimes along the nitrogen isoelectronic 

sequence. 

The mean-lives of the 4p 2P states in copper-like 

Br VII were also measured. Ions in the copper 

isoelectronic sequence have been observed in laser plasmas 

(Reader, Luther, and Acquista 1979) and Tokamaks (Hinov 

1976). Wiese and Younger (1976) point out the importance 

of accurate transition probabilities for excited states of 

these ions for fusion research since heavy ion impurities 

cause substantial energy losses from the plasma. The 

copper sequence iz especially important due to low-lying 

resonance transitions which contribute strongly to 

radiative losses. Although very highly ionized copper-like 

ions such as Mo XIV are of most concern in Tokamak plasmas, 

studies of the more easily produced lighter ions in the 

copper sequence can indicate trends along the sequence as 

well as checking the accuracy of different theoretical 

methods for calculating transition probabilities. Recent 

calculations by Migdalek and Baylis (1979) and Froese 

Fisher (1977) differ from the measurements by Pinnington, 

Kernahan, and Donnelly (1977) and Knystautas and Drouin 

(1977) by much more than the combined uncertainties. The 

measurements are hampered by a strong cascade from the 4d 

ZD states. Our work measured the cascade decay in addition 

to the primary decay. The decay curves were then analyzed 

jointly as described in Chapter 3. 



CHAPTER 2 

THEORY 

The transition rate of a quantum mechanical system 

is given by the expression 

known as Fermi's Golden Rule No. 2 (Fermi 1950). is 
oACU* 

the probability per unit time of a transition from state A 

to state B with a photon emitted into solid angle dft, is 

the energy density of final states, and Hint is the 

interaction Hamiltonian. 

This expression is derived by using time dependent 

perturbation theory to calculate the probability of finding 

a system which was originally in state A in state B a long 

time after turning on the interaction Hamiltonian. The 

derivation is given in most quantum mechanics texts. 

The density of final states, P^w, is given by the 

product of the number of final atomic states with energy "fiw 

and the density of states of the emitted photon. If we 

consider the photon to be in a box of length L and volume 

V=L3, then the boundary conditions require that the allowed 

7 



modes satisfy 

A = — = - (2) 
co n 

or, in terms of the energy hoi 

i 
_ _ L(ftw) 
n - 2irhc~ * (3) 

In the limit as L goes to infinity, there is a continuous 

distribution of allowed states and the number of final 

states in an energy interval from hw to fito+d(-Hoj) is 

d (Raj) = n2dn dft 

_ L2 (Tm) 2 dn ,0 

^ " UTTCR) 2 

= Jdm± an. (4) 
(2irc) ̂fl3 

If the final atomic state is degenerate with multiplicity 

gB, then the density of final states will be multiplied by 

this factor. 

The Hamiltonian for an electron in an 

electromagnetic field can be written as (see Sakurai 1967) 

H = 2^ [p - eA/c]2 + 

2 

" 25 P2 + " E + sfe" a2" (5) 

The first two terms in eq. 5 together constitute the 

Hamiltonian H0 of the stationary state of the atomic 

system. The third and fourth terms form the interaction 



Hamiltonian H^nt which perturbs the system and allows 

transitions between atomic states. 

In the quantized theory of the electromagnetic 

field, the vector potential A(x,t) can be written in terms 

of annihilation at ^(t) and creation a3- (t) operators. 
K t Ct K , Ot 

In the notation of Sakurai (1967) 

A<x,t) = II t ] (6) 
3c a 

where i< is the propogation vector of the photon, £ ̂  is a 

unit vector in the direction of polarization of the photon 

which is perpendicular to It. The annihilation and creation 

operators have the following properties when acting on a 

state with n photons 

a^a(t)|A,n> = /n |A,n-l> (7) 

a|^(t) |A,n> = /thT |A,n+1> . (8) 

Since we are interested in transitions between 

excited atomic states and lower energy states with the 

emission of one photon some simplifications can be made. 

The term involving A2(x,t) in eq. 5 can be neglected since 

it couples states with either the same number of photons or 

where the numbers differ by two. In addition, only the 

term in eq. 6 containing the creation operator a£ „(t) 
f Ct 

will couple an initial state with no photons to a final 

state with one. 
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Combining eqs. 5 and 6, the matrix element of eq. 

1 becomes 

k a 

This can be further simplified using the commutation 

* 2 relation between p and x 

p = 2^ [p2,x] . (10) 

When the wavelength of the emitted photon is much greater 

than the size of the atom then kx< <1 and exp(ik*x)-l. 

This is known as the dipole approximation. Using eqs. 8 

and 10 together with this approximation allows us to 

simplify the expression for the matrix element of eq. 9 

< B.HHintlA.0> = - I < B,l| fp2,;]-S(a)|A,0> ^ 

ic a 

- - l < g |A,0» e1"' 
k a 

= - \ ̂ < B'1l * lA'0> eiWt °°S0 (Eg- Ea) (H) 
k a 

where ftw=EB-EA from the conservation of energy and 9 is the 

angle between x and the polarization vector e. 

Combining eqs. 1, 4, and 11 the transition 

probability is 
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WBAdO = fif?" I I I "= B'1l 5 !A'0> I ^ oos29 d" . 
k a (12) 

To obtain the total transition probability this 

expression must be integrated over all angles. The sum 

over a or polarization directions reduces to a factor of 

two in this case since there are two independent 

polarization directions possible for any given ft. The 

integral over dn is then 

f 2 n  r i r  

Jo 

and the transition probability for all angles is given by 

cos28 sine d0 d<J> = (13) 
-TT 3 

WBA = il£EP2B l<B'xl * iA'0>i2 • (14) 

The transition probability is frequently expressed 

in terms of the absorption oscillator strength f^ (see 

Bethe and Jackiw 1968) given by 

fAB = TT gA * lA'0>!2 (15) 

which is the ratio of the power emitted by a quantum 

mechanical oscillator to that emitted by a classical 

oscillator. gA is the degeneracy of state A. Eq. 14 can 

then be written as 

2e ̂  9r f (16) 
BA 3mc gA AB ' K lb; 
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The calculation of the matrix element <B , 1 | X | A , 0 >  

is beyond the scope of this dissertation. Discussions of 

the computational methods used can be found in the papers 

of Weiss (1969), Sinanoglu (1973), Fawcett (1978) and 

others. 

In the general case, where an initial state A can 

decay to a number of different final states , the decay 

rate (AA) of state A is given by the sum of the transition 

probabilities and the mean-life (x ) is defined as the 

inverse of the decay rate 

X Y cr_. £._ . (17) 
A -
= I = _2e y ^2 f 

x 3mc gA v gBi x ABj_ 

Since this decay rate is independent of time, the 

population of state A in the absence of any repopulation 

from higher states will change with time as 

= -A N (t) 
dt A A 

NA(t) = NA(0) E~X^ . (18) 

N,(t) is the population of state A at time t and N (0) is 
A 

the initial population. 

If state A is repopulated by cascades from higher 

energy states C^, the population will be determined by 

«A(t> = -A a (t) + 7 A i. (H (19) 
dt i "-I ci 

which can be solved to give 
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A N  .  ( 0 )  ,  A  N  ( 0 )  ,  
N.(t) = [  N a(0)- I ^ c\ ] e A + I ( ) e A C I U  .  ( 2 0 )  
A A i AA Aci . i A ci 

The observed decay curve when cascading is present is 

therefore a sum of exponential terms. 

In order to obtain the mean-life of state A, the 

decay curve must be decomposed into its constituent terms. 

Two situations can occur to make the decomposition 

difficult. First, the lifetimes of the primary and cascade 

transitions could be such that the quantity in square 

brackets in eq. 20 is very small, or vanishes. In this 

case, the decay curve would contain only exponential terms 

characteristic of the cascade lifetimes. Second, if the 

cascade and primary lifetimes are similar, it may be 

difficult to successfully distinguish them in the observed 

decay curve. 



CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENT 

The basic beam-foil experimental arrangement was 

shown in Fig. 1.1. In this chapter we describe the 

specific equipment and experimental procedures used, 

followed by a discussion of the data analysis. The boron 

and nitrogen-like ion experiments are discussed first, 

followed by the bromine ion experiment which was performed 

using a different experimental set-up. 

Boron and Nitrogen-like Ion Experiments 

Beam Production 

The ion beams used in this project were obtained 

with the University of Arizona 5.5 MV Van de Graaff 

accelerator manufactured by High Voltage Engineering. The 

voltage is adjusted in two ways. First, the amount of 

charge sprayed onto the belt and carried to the accelerator 

dome can be controlled. Second, charge can be removed from 

the dome through the use of corona points located near the 

outside of the dome. The voltage is measured with a 

generating voltmeter positioned outside the dome. 

14 
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The ion source uses a radio-frequency (r-f) 

discharge which produces positively charged ions at the top 

of the evacuated accelerator tube. The ions travel down 

this tube and enter a 90° analyzing magnet which selects 

the ions of a particular charge to mass ratio. After 

leaving the magnet, the beam passes through a horizontal 

slit formed by two metal plates. These plates are part of 

a feed-back cicuit to stabilize the voltage of the 

accelerator. If the voltage rises, the beam will strike 

the bottom plate. This is detected by the control circuit 

which then acts to draw more charge off the dome through 

the corona points and thereby reduce the voltage. 

Beams of neon and nitrogen (used for calibration of 

the spectrometers) were obtained by introducing the 

respective gases into the r-f discharge bottle. The beam 

current, after passing through the foil, was measured to be 

about 2 yA. This current is larger than the particle 

current since the ions are multiply charged due to 

stripping in the foil. Boron was accelerated by letting 

BF3 gas into the discharge bottle and using the analyzing 

magnet to insure that only the desired B+ ions reached the 

foil. Typical beam currents measured after the foil were 

0.3 yA. 

The remaining ions of Na, Mg, Al, and Si were 

obtained using the technique of Oona and Bickel (1976) in 

which the stainless steel exit channel at the base of the 



discharge bottle is drilled out to accept a sleeve made out 

of the material to be accelerated. A carrier gas is then 

let into the discharge bottle and when ions of the gas pass 

through the exit channel they sputter off some of the 

sleeve material. Ions of both the carrier gas and the 

sleeve material are thus accelerated and the analyzing 

magnet is used to select the desired beam. Neon, argon, 

and xenon were all tried as carrier gases and no 

significant differences were observed in their 

effectiveness. 

For the Mg and A1 beams, the sleeves were machined 

out of the respective metals and press fit into the drilled 

out exit channel. The beam currents after the foil were 

about 0.5-1 yA. A NaCl sleeve was used for the Na beam. 

A crystal of NaCl was first cleaved and ground into a 

cylindrical shape and epoxied into the drilled out exit 

channel. Then a hole was drilled through the NaCl cylinder 

leaving a sleeve. A 0.5 yA Na beam was measured after the 

foil. 

The initial attempt at accelerating a Si beam was 

by letting silane (SiH^) gas into the discharge tube. 

Unfortunately, the gas appears to have been impure since 

spectra taken using the mass 28 beam contained lines due to 

both silicon and nitrogen indicating the presence of N2+ in 

the beam. A beam of mass 30 ions was also observed and 

showed lines due to silicon, nitrogen, and oxygen 
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indicating SiH2
+ and N0+ ions in the beam. A third beam of 

mass 31 ions was the most promising since it did not reveal 

any spectral lines from likely impurity elements. This 

beam of SiH3
+ would, of course, produce spectra with lines 

due to hydrogen in addition to silicon but no hydrogen 

lines exist in the wavelength region we observed. At this 

point it was found that the silane gas formed a thick 

coating on the inside of the discharge bottle leading to an 

unstable beam and eventually stopping the beam entirely. 

To avoid this problem, a short section of Pyrex 

glass tubing was epoxied into the drilled out exit channel 

and neon was used as the carrier gas. The 0.5 uA mass 28 

beam obtained this way showed no evidence of contamination 

by nitrogen or other elements. 

When using the exit channel sleeve technique, the 

beam current gradually increased during approximately the 

first 20 hours of accelerator running time after the sleeve 

was inserted. This effect is probably due to the increased 

surface area of the sleeve as it becomes pitted under the 

impact of the carrier gas. 

Spectrometer 

The spectrometer used for observing the B IV and V 

and the nitrogen-like ions Ne IV, Na V, Mg VI, Al VII, and 

Si VIII is a one meter grazing incidence instrument (see 

Fig. 3.1). It is equipped with a 600 line/mm gold-coated 
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grating having a blaze wavelength of 150 A. The useful 

spectral range is from 40 - 600 A. A 6 inch diffusion pump 

with a liquid nitrogen trap evacuates the instrument to 

less than 10~5 Torr. A Galileo Electro-Optics model 4219 

Spiral Electron Multiplier is used as the detector. 

Wavelength scans are performed by moving the detector along 

(the Rowland circle of the spectrometer using a chain and 

gear drive attached to a stepping motor. 

The resulting wavelength scale is non-linear and 

must be calibrated with a known spectrum. A nitrogen beam 

was used for the calibration and a polynomial least squares 

fit was performed to relate the spectrometer reading N to 

the wavelength X in the form 

X = aN2 + bN + c 

The wavelengths of the nitrogen lines were taken from the 

compilation of Kelly and Palumbo (1973). Imperfections in 

the spectrometer drive train limited the accuracy of the 

wavelength scale to 0.6 A. 

Target Chamber 

The target chamber is also shown in Fig. 3.1. The 

chamber is constructed from aluminum walls epoxied together 

to form a rectangular box. A two inch diffusion pump with 

a liquid nitrogen trap is located on the beam line 

immediately outside the chamber and a two inch pipe 

connects the bottom of the chamber to the diffusion pump 
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attached to the spectrometer. Together, these pumps 

evacuate the chamber to 10"5 Torr. A collimating plate 

with a 3/16" hole is used to reduce the beam size to less 

than the carbon foil diameter of 1/4" so that there is no 

scattering of the beam from the edge of the foil holder. 

The foils are mounted on brass foil holders which are 

attached to a foil wheel with spring clips. This wheel 

accepts 23 foil holders and can be rotated to position 

different foils in the beam. In addition, it is mounted to 

a track on the lid of the chamber and can be moved parallel 

to the beam by a chain drive connected to a Rapid-Syn 

stepping motor. Each step of the motor moves the foil 

wheel 15 ym. 

A vertical slit is located 2.5 cm from the beam 

path. The purpose of this slit is to reduce the length of 

the beam seen by the spectrometer. It was also observed 

that the additional slit improves the symmetry of spectral 

lines recorded with the spectrometer. The entrance slit of 

the spectrometer is located a distance of 13 cm from the 

beam. 

Electronics 

The data collection electronics are shown in Pig 

3.2. Pulses from the detector are sent to an Ortec 410 

amplifier. The amplified pulses are then passed through a 

Canberra 1437 single channel analyzer with its 
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discriminator adjusted for the optimum signal to noise 

ratio. The output, consisting of logic pulses, goes to a 

Tracor Northern TN1700 multichannel analyzer which stores 

the number of counts received. 

Electric charge collected in the Faraday cup is 

passed to an Ortec 439 current digitizer which sends out a 

number of logic pulses proportional to the amount of charge 

received. These pulses are counted by a Tennelec TC555P 

which sends a channel advance signal to the multichannel 

analyzer when a preset number of pulses are received. The 

channel advance signal also goes to a Heathkit ET-3400 

microcomputer described in the appendix, which controls the 

stepping motors on the spectrometer and foil wheel driver. 

Wavelength Scans 

Wavelength scans were made using B+ beams with 

energies of 3 and 5 MeV to maximize the production of B IV 

and B V ions respectively. Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 show the 

spectra obtained with spectrometer slit widths of 100 ym. 

The spectrometer was advanced by a stepping motor for every 

4 uC of charge collected in the Faraday cup. 

Identification of the lines was done by comparison with the 

calculated wavelength tables of Wiese, et.al. (1966). 

The spectra obtained from the nitrogen-like ions 

using beams of 2 MeV Ne+, 2.5 MeV Na+, 3.5 MeV Mg+, 4.5 MeV 

Al+ and 4.5 MeV Si+ are presented in Figs. 3.5-3.9. The 
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tables of Kelly and Palumbo (1973) and the calculations of 

Fawcett (1975) were used to identify the spectral lines. 

In some cases additional spectra taken at higher and lower 

energies were used to help determine the charge state 

responsible for a particular line. 

Decay Curves and Analysis 

The decay curves were measured with the 

spectrometer slits set at 100 um as for the wavelength 

scans. The foil wheel was advanced upstream after a preset 

amount of charge was recorded in the Faraday cup. 

Typically, 100 data points were taken for each decay curve 

with the step size of the foil wheel driver chosen to 

ensure that the measured curve extended for at least ten 

times the decay length of the transition. The possible 

effects of foil aging on the decay curves were evaluated 

periodically by running the start of the decay curve again 

at the conclusion of a run. The results showed no 

significant (i.e. greater than statistical noise) effect 

attributable to the deterioration of the foil during a run. 

A minimum of four decay curves were obtained for each 

transition. 

Analysis of the decay curves in order to extract 

mean-life values requires that the finite observation 

window of the spectrometer be taken into account. Ideally, 

the spectrometer would observe a specific point on the beam 



for each data point of the decay curve. In practice, a 

certain length (L) of the beam is observed rather than a 

point. Furthermore the spectrometer response will not be 

constant along the length of the observed window. If the 

shape of the actual decay curve is given by D(x) and the 

window function of the spectrometer is W(x) then the 

observed curve 0(x) will be given by their convolution 

0 (x) = W(x')D(x+x»-L)dx' . (21) 
0 

When L is small compared to the decay length of D(x), then 

the actual and observed decays will have essentially the 

same form and the window function of the spectrometer can 

be neglected. On the other hand, if D(x) decays in a 

length much less than L, the observed decay curve will have 

a shape primarily determined by the window function. 

We determined the form of W(x) experimentally by 

using the decay curves for the ls-2p transition in B V. 

This transition is very fast with a lifetime of 2.5 ps as 

calculated from the hydrogenic transition probabilities of 

Wiese, et.al. (1966). The actual decay curve D(x) was 

calculated using the theoretical lifetime values and 

different types of window functions were tried in order to 

obtain the best agreement with the observed decay curve. 

Rectangular, trapezoidal (with flat and sloping tops), and 

triangular functions were tried for W(x) with the 
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triangular form showing the best agreement. The analytical 

expression for the window function is then 

4x ; 0 < x < L/2 

W(x)= . ( 

4 (^X) ; L/2 < x < L 

( 2 2 )  

The total window width L was found to be 210 urn. 

With this window function and assuming the form of 

thie actual decay curves to be a sum of exponentials, i.e. 

, * r -B-jX D(x) = I A^e 1 + C 
i 

the form of the observed decay curves can be calculated 

from eq. 21. 

4 ^ AT , -B-iX, x , 2Cx2 

5T 
0< x< L 

i B 

0(x) = < 4 y Aj. ( e-Bix_2e-Bi(x L/2)+1+ l>x )+ c(4x _ 2xf_ . (23) 
L , -,2 iJ-j '• * 

i 0i 1  
L L 

L/2< x < L 

4 I 4 ( eBiL-2eBiL/2+l)e"3iX + C ; L < x 
i Bi 

Fig. 3.10 shows the agreement between the observed decay 

curve and 0(x) calculated using the theoretical lifetime of 

the ls-2p transition in B V and a 210 ym wide triangular 

window. 

Most of the decays we observed had decay lengths 

much longer than the length of the window function. For 

these decays, only the data taken more than a distance L 
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downstream from the foil were used. The effect of the 

window function is then to slightly alter the relative 

amplitudes of the exponential terms but the decay constants 

are unaffected. The decay curves were first analyzed 

graphically by plotting them on a semi-log scale and 

successively subtracting exponential terms in order to 

decompose the curve into a sum of exponentials in the form 

-Bix 
N (x) = I Aie + C 

i 

where N(x) is the observed decay curve. The values of the 

coefficients A^, and C determined graphically were used 

as initial guesses by the computer program CURFIT of 

Bevington (1969). This program repetitively adjusts the 

values of the coefficients until the best possible 

agreement is obtained with the data as determined by the 

value of chi squared. Pigs. 3.11-33 show representative 

decay curves of each of the transitions studied. In 

addition to the data points, the figures show the 

exponential terms (with the corresponding mean-lives, x ) 

and background obtained by curve fitting. The curve that 

fits the data points is the sum of the exponential terms 

and the background. Between one and three exponential 

terms were used depending on the best agreement with the 

data. 

The 2p3 2D°-2s 2p* 2P and 2p3 2P°-2s 2p" 2P 

transitions in the nitrogen-like ions had decay lengths 
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approximately equal to the window length L. For these 

decay curves the effect of the window function was taken 

into account by fitting the data to the function 0(x) given 

in eq. 23 using the CURFIT program. Decay curves and the 

exponential fits for these transitions are shown in Figs. 

3.34-41. 

Br VII Experiment 

The experimental procedure used for the bromine 

experiment is in most respects very similar to that for the 

boron and nitrogen like ions. An additional difficulty 

with heavy ion beams is the frequent breaking of the foils. 

Typical foil lifetimes using a 4 MeV Br+ beam of 7 UA 

(measured after the foil) were 1-2 minutes. Using foils 

made with an electrical discharge in an ethylene atmosphere 

by Leavitt (1980) instead of the usual carbon arc technique 

improved upon the above times by a factor of three. These 

foils have areal densities of 12 yg/cm2. Monitoring the 

beam with the current collected in the Faraday cup proved 

to be inadequate when the foils frequently break during a 

run. If the foil breaks completely, the Faraday cup 

current drops by only a factor of two, reflecting the lower 

average charge state of the ions, while the light seen by 

the detector drops to zero. To correct this problem, light 

from the beam immediately behind the foil was used to 

normalize the data. 
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Analysis of the decay curves in this experiment 

also, differed in that the principal cascade was observed 

directly and evaluated jointly with the primary decay. 

Beam Production 

Beams of Br were obtained using the University of 

Arizona Van de Graaff accelerator described previously. 

HBr gas was admitted into the ion source bottle. Ion beams 

with masses of 79, 80, 81, and 82 amu were observed with 

approximately equal intensities reflecting the two stable 

isotopes of bromine with masses of 79 and 81 amu and the 

presence of both Br+ and HBr+ ions. The analyzer magnet 

was adjusted to select the mass 81 amu Br+ beam. Typical 

beam currents measured after the foil ranged from 5-10 yA 

at an energy of 4 MeV. 

Spectrometer 

A McPherson 225 normal incidence one-meter 

monochromator was used for the Br experiment (see Pig. 

3.42). A 1200 lines/mm aluminum coated grating having a 

blaze wavelength of 450 A was used to cover the wavelength 
O 

region of interest from 500-800 A. The grating was masked 

to a width of 5 mm to reduce the length of beam viewed. 

The instrument is evacuated to better than 10~6 Torr with a 

6 inch diffusion pump. A Galileo Electro-Optics model 4219 

Spiral Electron Multiplier is mounted outside the exit slit 

as the detector. 
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Calibration of the linear wavelength scale was 

performed using a nitrogen beam and the tabulated 

wavelengths of Kelly and Palumbo (1973) . A comparison of 

the observed wavelengths with the tabulated values 

0 
indicated that the spectrometer had an offset of 2.1 A and 

that nonlinearities in the drive train were less than .1 A. 

Although the spectrometer is perpendicular to the 

beam path, it has a finite acceptance angle resulting in 

Doppler broadening of the observed spectral lines. To 

reduce this effect, the spectrometer was refocused using 

the method of Leavitt and Stoner (1972) . For the minimum 

line width, the exit slit should be moved back from the 

stationary source focus a distance 

D = BAR/a 

where 6 is the velocity of the beam divided by the velocity 

of light, R is the radius of curvature of the grating, a is 

the spacing between lines on the grating, and A is the 

wavelength of the line being observed. In practice the 

exit slit was left in place and the grating was moved back 

a distance D/2. 

Target Chamber 

The target chamber attached to the McPherson 225 is 

a rectangular stainless steel box as shown in Fig. 3.42. 

It is evacuated to 3xl0~s Torr by a 2 inch liquid nitrogen 

trapped diffusion pump and a titanium pump located below 



the chamber. The foil wheel holds 24 foil holders, each 

holder containing two foils 3/16" in diameter. The wheel 

is mounted on a horizontal shaft which may be translated 

parallel to the beam axis by a differential screw drive 

connected to a stepping motor external to the chamber. The 

shaft can also be rotated to allow any of the 48 foil 

positions to be placed in the beam path. The perpendicular 

distance from the beam path to the entrance slit of the 

spectrometer is 6.6 cm. 

In addition to the Faraday cup which allows 

monitoring of the current in the beam, this chamber also 

contains a light monitoring system which uses light emitted 

by the beam after passage through the foil as a reference 

signal. The light monitor views the beam a fixed distance 

downstream from the foil regardless of the foil wheel 

position. A lens is located 1 cm behind the foil wheel to 

focus light from the beam into a fiber optics pipe which 

directs the light out of the target chamber through a glass 

window. It is then focused on the entrance slit of a 

Jarrell-Ash model 82-410 monochromator. The monochromator 

is set to the wavelength of a prominent transition of the 

ion being studied which emits light in the visible region 

of the spectrum. An EMI 9502-S phototube from Products for 

Research, Inc. was used as the detector for the light 

monitor system. 
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Electronics 

The electronics to analyze the signal from the 

channeltron attached to the McPherson 225 monochromator are 

the same as used in the boron and nitrogen-like experiments 

described earlier. In addition, the pulses from the 

phototube connected to the light monitor are amplified and 

sent to a rate-meter and single channel analyzer. The 

output of the rate-meter is used to gate the signals from 

both the channeltron and the light monitor phototube. When 

the count rate falls below a preset level due to a foil 

breaking or a fluctuation in the beam intensity, the 

signals from the two detectors are gated off to prevent 

excessively high background counts from being recorded. 

The signals are also gated off by a signal from the 

microcomputer controlling the foil position whenever the 

foil wheel is being moved. The output of the single 

channel analyzer is passed through the gates to a Tennelec 

TC555P counter which sends a channel advance pulse to both 

the TN1700 multichannel analyzer and the microcomputer when 

a preset number of counts are reached. A block diagram of 

the electronics is shown in Fig. 3.43. 

Tests of Light Monitor 

For lifetime measurements the light monitor should 

ideally observe light from the same transition as the main 

spectrometer so that any variations in the production of 
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the excited state being observed would be accounted for 

automatically. Unfortunately that is not possible in this 

experiment since the spectral lines of interest lie in the 

far ultraviolet where the fiber optics pipe of the light 

monitor is opaque. Instead, the light monitor is set to 

observe the 7-8 Rydberg transition in Br VII at 3875 A, 

while the main spectrometer is used to obtain decay curves 

for the 4s-4p and 4p-4d transitions in Br VII located near 
o ° 

500 A and 750 A respectively. 

To see whether the light monitor could still 

compensate for variations in the counting rate due to foils 

breaking and differences between foils, the- following test 

was done. The main spectrometer was set to observe the 4s 

2 2 • ° 
sl/2~ P3/2 transition at 736 A and the foil wheel was 

kept fixed one mm upstream from the entrance slit. The 

number of counts from the channeltron on the main 

spectrometer were then recorded for every 2000 counts of 

the light monitor. Fig. 3.44 shows the results for 5 

different foils. The count rate is seen to drop slightly 

as the foils age and there is a significant difference 

between foils. The light monitor is therefore insufficient 

to entirely correct for variations in the foils, although 

it did keep the count rate constant to within about 5 per 

cent. During the wavelength scans we made with this 

system, no attempt was made to correct for the variations 

shown. For the decay curves, where accurate knowledge of 
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intensities is crucial, an averaging procedure was used 

which will be described later. 

Cascade Analysis 

A Grotrian diagram of the lower energy states of Br 

VII is shown in Pig. 3.45. The energy levels indicated 

are from the Hartree-Fock calculations of Cheng and Kim 

(1978). The only states below the n=6 shell which can 

repopulate. the 4p 2P states directly via allowed 

transitions are the 5s 2S, 5d 2D, and 4d 2D states. 

Younger and Wiese (1978) conclude on the basis of a 

comparison, of simulated and actual decay curves in 

copper-like Kr VIII that the beam-foil interaction 

populates excited states according to 

N « 2*+1 (24) 

(n-6)2 

where N is the population of the state and n and I are the 

principal and angular momentum quantum numbers. <5 is the 

quantum defect and was determined to be approximately 2.5 

for Br VII from graphs in Condon and Shortley (1951) . Thus 

the most highly populated states are those with minimum n 

and maximum i. Of the states contributing to repopulation 

of the 4p 2P states, the 4d 2D will be the most highly 

populated and thus the dominant cascade. The contribution 

of the 5d 2D state to the repopulation is less than would 

normally be expected since the calculations of Cheng and 



Fig. 3.45 Energy Level Diagram of Br VII. 
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Kim (1978) show an accidental near cancellation in the 

matrix element coupling the 5d 2D and 4p 2P states. As a 

result only six per cent of the 5d 2D atoms decay to 4p 2P 

with the dominant decay being instead to the 5p 2P state. 

The population of the 5s 2S state is not expected to be 

large according to eq. 24, and it is therefore not 

expected to have a large effect on the repopulation of 4p 

2P. Decays from states in higher lying shells will be 

primarily from high I values, particularly along the yrast 

chain (£=n-l). These decays will feed the 4d 2D states. 

The repopulation of the 4p 2P states by cascades is 

thus almost entirely through the 4d 2D states. If the 

decay curves of the 4p-4d transitions are observed in 

addition to those of the 4s-4p transitions, a joint 

analysis of the primary decay along with the cascade can be 

made. 

Identification of 4p-4d Transitions 

Kelly and Palumbo (1973) assign the lines at 502.69 

Ar 520.26 A, and 522.60 A to the 4p 2P]_//2"" ^ 2°3/2' ̂  

*P3/2- 4d 'D5/2, and 4p 2P3/2-4d 2D3/2 transitions 

respectively, based on the measurements of Rao and Rao 

(1934). This assignment is brought into question by 

Curtis' (1979) study of the fine structure splitting of the 

4d 2D states in the Cu isoelectronic sequence. His 

calculations using a screening parametrization to fit 
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existing data for ions from Cu I to In XXI indicate that 

the energy splitting of the D states in Br VII should be 

970 cm-1. The wavelengths given by Rao and Rao represent a 

difference of only 861 cm-1. 

The Hartree-Fock calculations of Cheng and Kim 

(1978) predict wavelengths of 507.3 A, 524.2 A, and 526.8 & 

for the 4p-4d multiplet. Comparing their predictions to 

the observed wavelengths for this multiplet in Ge IV, As V, 

Se VI/ Kr VIII/ and Y XI showed a steadily growing 

deviation for the lighter ions. Interpolation indicated 
O 

that the actual wavelengths should be about 8 A lower than 

their predictions for Br VII. Fig. 3.46 shows the 

spectrum we obtained in the 495 - 520 A region using a 

spectrometer slit width of 30 ym which results in a line 
O Q 

width (FWHM) of 0.5 A. The lines observed at 499.4 Af 

o o 
516.4 A, and 519.0 A are in good agreement with the 

O 
expected wavelengths. Two of these lines, at 499.4 A and 

516.4 A are tabulated by Kelly and Palumbo (1973) but are 

attributed to transitions in Br VI. The wavelength 

separation for these lines corresponds to a 2D fine 

structure splitting of 970±70 cm-1 in agreement with the 

prediction of Curtis (1979) . We conclude therefore that 

the-identifications of Rao and Rao (1934) are incorrect and 
O 

that the line at 499.4 A corresponds to the 4p Pjy2" ̂  

0  • ° 

D^^/2 transition, the line at 516.4 A is due to the 4p 

2 o 
P. , - 4d 2D . transition, and the line at 519.0 A is due 
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to the 4p 7"&2/2~ ^ 2°3/2 transition. The fine structure 

separation for the 2P term is measured to be 7600±80 cm"1 

as determined from the wavelength difference between the 4p 

2P]_/2~ ^d 2 ° 3 / 2  an(^ 2p3/2~ ̂  2°3/2 transiti°ns« 

Using the wavelength difference between the 4s Z&i/2~ ^ 

2pl/2 anc^ 2s1/2~ 4P 2p3/2 transiti°ns instead leads 

to a value of 7580±35 cm"*1 . The close agreement further 

substantiates the assignments given above. The intensity 

ratios of the 4p zP^/2~4d 2°3/2' ^p 2p3/2~^ 2°5/2' anc^ 

2p3/2~4d Z^2/2 transitions are expected to be 5:9:1 

according to the Ornstein, Burger, and Dorgelo sum rule 

(Condon and Shortley, 1951) . Our observed intensities are 

in good agreement with this prediction. 

Decay Curve Measurements 

Decay curves were obtained for the 4s-4p 
O O 

transitions at 736 A and 780 A and the 4p-4d transitions at 

499.4 A and 516.4 A. The 4p-4d transition at 519.0 A has 
O 

the same upper state as that at 499.4 A and must therefore 

have the same decay curve. Since the 519.0 A line is 

considerably weaker, its decay curve was not measured. The 

foil wheel was moved upstream in uniform steps for every 

2000 counts recorded by the light monitor corresponding to 

about 20 seconds with a 7 uA beam. In order to reduce the 

effect of foil variations on the decay curve, the foil 

wheel was rotated to a different foil after each channel 
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advance. Thus changes in the counting rate due to 

different foils or foil aging are added to the statistical 

scatter of the data rather than systematically changing the 

shape of the decay curve. A minimum of four runs were made 

of each decay curve and the results added together. 

Figs. 3.47 and 3.48 show the decay curves obtained 

for the 4s 2si/2" ^p 2pl/2 anc^ 4s Zsl/2~ 4P Zp3/2 

transitions respectively. Note that both rise initially 

before starting to decay. This is indicative of a strong 

short lived cascade feeding the upper level which is 

referred to as a growing-in cascade. The decay curves of 

the 4p 2P1/2~" 4(3 2°3/2 and 4p 2p3/2~ 4d 2°5/2 transitions 

are shown in Figs. 3.49 and 3.50. These show a much more 

rapid decay and exhibit no growing-in behavior. 

Data Analysis 

The decay curves of the 4s-4p and 4p-4d transitions 

were analyzed jointly using the method of arbitrarily 

normalized decay coefficients (ANDC) described by Curtis 

(1976). The population of the 4p states is described by 

<3N4p(t) 
= ~^4p^4p (t) + A.4(jN41^ (t) + £Aj_Ni (t) (25) 

i 

where the sum over i includes all cascades other than the 

4p-4d. The terms in this sum are expected to be small as 

discussed previously. If the sum is neglected we can 

rewrite eg. 25 as 
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1 dN4p(t) N4d(t) 

NiJTtT —at x"p-|-x4dN4p(t) • (26) 

Since the amplitudes of the measured decay curves are 

proportional to the populations of the upper states, a plot 

of the logarithmic derivative of the 4s-4p decay curve 

versus the ratio of the 4p-4d and 4s-4p curves should yield 

a'straight line with an intercept equal to the decay 

constant of the 4p state. 

In order to calculate the logarithmic derivative, 

the decay curve data had to be fit to an analytic function. 

The CURFIT program of Bevington (1969) was used to fit the 

data to a sum of three exponential terms and a constant 

background. For the 4s-4p curves, one of the exponential 

terms required a negative coefficient to represent the 

growing-in cascade. The observation length of the 

spectrometer was 500 jam corresponding to a beam travelling 

time of 150 psec. Since this is much shorter than the 

expected lifetime of the 4p states (approx. 350 psec), we 

did not include the window function in our curve fitting. 

The decay curves were analyzed in pairs since the 4p 2P]_/2~ 

4d 2®2/2 transition is the cascade for the 4s ZS±/2~ 

2pi/2 and the 4p 2p3/2~ 4(3 2°5/2 transiti°n feeds the 4s 

2$l/2~ 2p3/2* Fi-9S« 3.51 and 3.52 show the logarithmic 

derivatives of the fitted 4s-4p curves plotted versus the 
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ratio of the 4p-4d and 4s-4p curves for the two pairs of 

transitions. The plots depart from the expected straight 

line behavior at both ends. The deviation at the left side 

is probably due to inaccuracies in the fitting function for 

the rapidly changing beginning of the decay curves and to 

complications from the finite window size of the 

spectrometer. The tail ends of the decay curves are 

influenced by weak long lived cascades from higher lying 

states which were neglected in our ANDC analysis. This 

explains the nonlinear behavior at the right side of the 

plots. Lifetimes of the 4p states were obtained by a least 

squares fit to the straight middle portion of the curves in 

the figures. This portion of the curves corresponds to the 

data recorded 1-5 mm downstream from the foil. 

In order to be certain that our results did not 

depend on the particular function chosen to fit the data, a 

polynomial fit on the logarithm of the data was performed 

instead of the multiexponential fit, using a standard least 

squares calculation with 8 to 12 terms in the polynomial. 

The fitted curves were then used to calculate the 

mean-lives of the 4p states by the same method as described 

for the multiexponential fits. The polynomial fits did not 

match the experimental data as closely as the 

multiexponential fits but the lifetimes obtained with them 

agreed to within 3 per cent. 



CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSION 

In this chapter, the results of our mean-life 

measurements are discussed and compared with theoretical 

predictions as well as previous experiments where 

available. 

Mean-Lives in Hydrogen- and Helium-like Boron 

Fig. 4.1 shows a Grotrian diagram for the lower 

lying states in helium-like boron and indicates the 

transitions for which we measured mean-lives. Our 

measurements are compared with other experimental results 

and with theoretical values in Table 1. In cases where 

theoretical values were available only for oscillator 

strengths (f&g)t these were converted into equivalent 

mean-life (x ) values using eq. 17 

A = — y g CO? f_n . 
T 3mc_JgA v yBi i ABj_ 

The measurements by Buchet and Buchet-Poulizac (1973), 

referred to in Chapter 1, showed substantial disagreement 

with theory and are not included since we were informed by 

one of the authors that their results were in error. 

90 
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Table 1. Mean-Lives in Boron IV and V. 

References: a - Wiese, et.al. (1966) d - Kernahan, et.al. (1975) 
b - Cohen and McEachran (1972) e - Buchet (1976) 
c - Schiff, et.al. (1971) 

Lifetime of Upper Level (ps) Cascade 
Transition (A) This Work Other Expt s. Theory Lifetimes (ps) 

B IV Is 2 *S -Is 2p 1P° 60 <5 2.7a'b . 

Is 2p ^-ls 4d lD 308 117±16 144a 516 

Is 2p ^-ls 3d *D 418 63±3 67e 61a 445 

Is 2p *P—Is 3s *S 427 393±4 417b
f 399c 

Is 2p 3P°-ls 4d 3D 289 131±8 130e 130b 1000 

Is 2s 3S-ls 3p 3P° 344 222±4 190e 183a'c,188b 1154 

Is 2p 3P°-ls 3d 3D 385 59±3 58e, 69d 57a,b 430 

Is 2p 3P°-ls 3s 3S 407 474±28 315b
f 329C 

B V ls-2p 49 <5 2. 6a 

2-4 194 49±5 19.7a(4p) 
58a(4d) 
362 (4s) 

308 

2-3 262 28±2 8.4 a(3p) 
25 a(3d) 
254a(3s) 

265 
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Instead, corrected unpublished results by Buchet (1976) are 

shown in Table 1, along with a measurement by Kernahan, 

et.al. (1975)' of the 385 A transition. 

Values are given for the lifetimes of the upper 

levels of the observed transitions as well as for the 

cascade decays as extracted by our curve fitting procedure. 

The experimental errors given for the mean-lives are 

standard deviations of the results of at least four 

measurements. They are therefore a measure of the 

reproduceability of the measurement. The theoretical 

lifetimes cited are from Cohen and McEachran (1972), 

Schiff, Pekeris, and Accad (1971) and the results reported 

in the compilation of Wiese, et.al. (1966). Cohen and 

McEachran assign an uncertainty of less than 5% to their 

calculations, while Schiff, et.al. state that their, 

results are accurate to 1%. 

# O 
The lifetime of the transition at 60.3 A is much 

shorter than the observation window of the spectrometer and 

we were only able to assign an upper limit of 5 psec. Our 

experimental results for the remaining lines show 

reasonably good agreement with theory except for the 407 A 

transition where our value for the lifetime is considerably 

longer than the theoretical prediction. The ls3s 3S upper 

level of this transition is fed by cascades from the 4p 3P° 

and 5p 3P° levels which have lifetimes of 312 psec and 520 

psec respectively, according to the calculations of Cohen 



and McEachran (1972) . Our curve fitting procedure was 

unable to resolve these cascade lifetimes from the very 

similar lifetime of the primary decay. This transition 

illustrates that even when the data appear to represent a 

single exponential decay (see Fig. 3.18) , cascades with 

similar lifetimes may be present resulting in an erronious 

lifetime determination. Fortunately it is rare that the 

primary and cascade lifetimes are so closely matched. 

Table 1 also contains the mean-life values we 

obtained for transitions in hydrogen-like boron as compared 

to theory. The calculated lifetimes are derived from the 

transition probabilities for hydrogen given in the 

compilation of Wiese, et.al. (1966) and scaled by Zk. 

Only an upper limit is given for the measured lifetime of 

the ls-2p transition at 48.6 A due to the shortness of the 

decay relative to the spectrometer window. Due to the 

degeneracy of states with different values of the orbital 

angular momentum % in hydrogen-like ions, the decay curves 

for the n=4 to n=2 (194 A) and n=3 to n=2 (262 A) 

transitions observed in B V contain a blend of three 

components. For these two transitions, our lifetime 

measurements agree with theory for the d states. The 

second exponentials extracted from our curve fits have 

lifetimes close to the theoretical values for the s states. 

This agreement may be fortuitous since the second 

exponentials have small amplitudes and are probably 



affected by cascades- from higher levels. The short lived p 

state components were not observed in our decay curves 

indicating that they are not as strongly populated as the d 

states by the beam-foil source. 

Considering that the theoretical lifetime values 

are essentially exact for hydrogen-like ions and very 

accurate for helium-like ions, we can use our measurements 

of mean-lives in B IV and V as a test of the beam-foil 

method. Calculating the ratio R= (measured mean-

life) / (theoretical mean-life) for eight of the measurements 

in Tables 1 and 2 gives a value for R of 0.99±0.13. The 

O 
407 A transition was not included due to its cascade 

structure as mentioned earlier, nor were the two very short 

lived transitions for which only upper limits were set on 

the mean-lives. This uncertainty of 13% is larger than the 

statistical uncertainty obtained from repeated 

measurements, indicating that the multiexponential curve 

fits do not completely account for all cascades into the 

upper level. For the remainder of this work we have 

assumed that mean-lives obtained by multiexponential 

fitting have minimum uncertainties of 13%. Our value of R 

and its standard deviation are consistent with values given 

by Pinnington, Livingston, and Kernahan (1974) based on 40 

beam-foil measurements and corresponding theoretical values 

reported by various authors. They reached the conclusion 

that careful beam-foil measurements of mean-lives have 
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minimum uncertainties of 10% . and are not systematically 

either too long or short. 

Mean-Lives of 2s 2P1* States in 
Nitrogen-like Ne IV-Si VIII 

A partial Grotrian diagram for Si VIII is shown in 

Pig. 4.2 as a representative example for the nitrogen-like 

ions we studied. The transitions for which we measured 

mean-lives are indicated on the figure. Table 2 summarizes 

the results of our measurements and other experimental and 

theoretical mean-life values as available. The theoretical 

mean-lives were derived from oscillator strengths given in 

the references. The experimental uncertainties listed are 

again standard deviations of at least four measurements. 

As mentioned previously, we estimate the total 

uncertainties to be about 13%. We now discuss the 

transitions observed in more detail, followed by a 

comparison of our results with theory. 

2 D ° - 2 P  

Decay curves were not obtained for this transition 

in Ne IV because it is blended with the strong 2s2 2p2 

3P-2s 2p3 3S° transition in Ne V and we were unable to 

operate at a low enough energy to eliminate a Ne V 

component from the beam. In the other four ions, the 

mean-lives were quite short (23-45 ps) and the decay curves 

were analyzed with a multiexponential fit taking the 
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Pig. 4.2 Energy Level Diagram of Si VIII. 



Table 2. Mean-Lives in Nitrogen-Like Ne IV to Si VIII. 

References; a - Sinanoglu (1973) 
b - Fawcett (1978) 
c - Trabert, et.al. (1980) 
d - Buchet, Buchet-Poulizac, and Druetta (1978) 
e - Kernahan, et.al. (1979) 
f - Bickel (1967) 
g - Kernahan, Denis, and Drouin (1971) 
h - Irwin, Livingston, and Kernahan (1973) 

Transition 
Lifetime of Upper Level (ps) 

This Work Other Expt. Theory 
a b 

Cascade 
Lifetimes (ps) 

2s-

2s' 

2s' 

2p3 2D° 2s 2p4 2P 
Na V (308 &) 
Mg VI (270 K) 
Al VII (241 K) 
Si VIII (217 K) 

2P°-2s 2p" 2P 2P 
Na V (333 A) 
Mg VI (293 A^ 
Al VII (261 A) 
Si VIII (235 A) 

2p*  D -2s 2p 
Ne IV (470 qA )  
Na V (401 A) 
Mg VI (349 A) 
Al VII (309 A) 
Si VIII (277 A )  

D 

44±3 
34±3 
30±3 
24±3 

40±6 
30±4 
26±4 
29±5 

240±9 
179±6 
151±10 
145±6 
100±7 

41 

23 

180?, 250h 

140 

90c 

39 
32 
27 
23 

143 
118 
99 

30 
26 
22 
20 

231 152 
175 124 

104 
89 
78 

300, 800 
150, 800 
120, 2000 
100, 600 

150, 400 
200, 1000 
200, 1300 
200, 700 

1800 
1000 
1100 
1000 
500 



Table 2—Continued. 

Lifetime of Upper Level (PS) Cascade 
Transition This Work Other Expt. Theory Lifetimes (ps) 

a b 

2sz 2p P -2s 2p 4 2 

Na V (445 A) 
Si VIII (308 A) 

D 

2s2 2p3 "s°-2s 2j .4 4 • 

Ne IV (543 A) 

Na V (463 A) 
Mg VI (401 A) 
Al VII (354 A) 
Si VIII (319 A) 

197± 25 130d 53 
110±12 450 

770± 41 790h,_760g 625 413 2500 
660* 

555± 26 530d 476 334 1700 
360± 38 385 278 900 
368± 32 330e 323 238 3300 
289±15 280c 270 205 1200 

10 
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triangular window function of the spectrometer into account 

as described in Chapter 3. Three exponentials were 

required to obtain a good fit to the experimental decay 

curves (see Fig. 3.34-41). Our results are in good 

agreement with measurements by Buchet, et.al. (1978) for 

Na V and by Trabert, et.al. (1980) for Si VIII. 

_ 2p 

This transition shares the same upper level with 

the preceding one and is therefore expected to show the 

same decay constants. The decay curves we measured were 

very similar for the two transitions confirming the 

identifications of the spectral lines and indicating that 

the lines are unblended. This transition is weaker than 

the 2D°-2P and therefore the uncertainties in the 

mean-lives were higher. Decay curves were not measured for 

Ne IV due to the very low counting rates. 

2 D°-2 D 

We observed this transition with good intensity in 

each of the five ions. In Ne IV our measurement is in 

excellent agreement with Irwin, et.al. (1973) while 

Kernahan, et.al. (1971) reported a mean-life over 25% 

shorter. Measurements by Buchet, et.al. (1978) and 

Trabert, et.al. (1980) are in good agreement with ours in 

Na V and Si VIII respectively. 
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2 P ° - 2 D  

Although this transition was seen in all five ions, 

it is quite weak and lifetime measurements were made only 

for Na V and Si VIII. The upper level is the same as for 

the 2D°-2D transition discussed above and our measurements 

for silicon show very similar decays for the two 

transitions as expected. In Na V, this transition shows a 

short-lived component presumeably due to a blend with 

another transition. The lifetime of the second exponential 

extracted from the decay curve was in good agreement with 

our measurement of the 2D°-2D transition. 

-g0_-p 

The multiplet structure of this transition was at 

least partially resolved in all ions except Ne IV. 

Mean-life measurements were made on the two strongest 

multiplet components and checked for consistency. The 

results in Table 2 represent averages of measurements on 

both components. Our results for Ne IV confirm 

measurements by Kernahan, et.al. (1971) and Irwin, et.al. 

(1973), but a previous measurement by Bickel (1967) is 14% 

shorter. Buchet, et.al. (1978) report a value in good 

agreement with ours for Na V and Trabert, et.al. (1980) 

support our measurement for Si VIII. 
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Comparison with Theory 

In Figs. 4.3 a-c our mean-life results for the 2P, 

2D, and upper levels are plotted as a function of atomic 

number Z in comparison to the theoretical values of 

Sinanoglu (1973) , and Fawcett (1978). The error bars 

represent uncertainties of 13% as estimated from our 

results for B IV and V. 

Sinanoglu refers to his calculation as the 

nonclosed-shell many electron theory (NCMET). The wave 

functions for the initial and final atomic states are first 

calculated using Roothaan's (1963) single configuration 

restricted Hartree Fock (RHF) method. The RHF theory forms 

the wavefunctions from products of single particle wave 

functions with the result that correlations between 

electrons are ignored. In NCMET, all correlation effects 

are represented by correlation functions between pairs of 

electrons. Terms representing these correlation functions 

are added to the RHF wave functions to find the total 

wavefunctions which are then used to calculate the radial 

dipole integral and corresponding transition probability. 

Fawcett (1978) determines transition probabilities 

using a semi-empirical approach which also begins with a 

Hartree Fock calculation to obtain initial estimates of the 

atomic wave functions. These wave functions are then used 

to calculate the expected energy levels for the atom. A 

comparison with experimentally observed energy levels is 
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Pig. 4.3 Mean-Lives in Nitrogen-Like Ne IV to Si VIII. 

Our measured results' (solid circles with error bars) as 
compared to the theoretical values of Sinanoglu (1973) 
(solid lines) and Fawcett (1978) (dashed lines). 

a) 2S2P1* 2P upper level. 
b) 2s2p ' t  2P upper level. 
c) 2S2P1* 2D upper level. 
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used to adjust the initial wave functions in order to 

improve the agreement with experiment. Finally, the 

adjusted wave functions are used to calculate the radial 

dipole integral and transition rate. 

As can be seen in Fig. 4.3 and Table 2, our 

experimental results are in good agreement with Sinanoglu's 

(1973) calculations for all three upper levels, although 

our measured mean-lives tend to be slightly longer than his 

predictions. Fawcett's (1978) results are in reasonable 

agreement for the Si VIII ions but show a steadily growing 

discrepancy toward lower Z. 

A possible cause for this discrepancy arises from 

his use of energy levels to empirically adjust the form of 

the wave functions. The calculated energy levels depend 

primarily on the portion of the wavefunctions near the 

nucleus where the potential is greatest. In contrast, the 

radial dipole integral is determined more strongly by the 

outer portion of the wavefunctions where x is large. The 

empirical adjustment of the wavefunctions does not 

guarantee accuracy in this region with the result that the 

calculated transition probabilities can show large errors. 

4p 2P Lifetimes in Br VII 

Table 3 contains the results we obtained for the 

mean-lives of the 4p 2P]_/2 an(^ 2p3/2 levels i-n Br VII. 

In addition to the values from the joint analysis of the 



Table 3. Mean-Lives in Br VII. 
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Lifetime of Upper Level (ns) 

4p 2P 
1/2 

4p 2P 
3/2 

This Work 

Joint Analysis 

Multiexponential Fit 

Other Experiments 

Pinnington et.al. (1977) 

Knystautas and Drouin (1977) 

Theory 

Weiss (reported by Froese 
Fisher 1977) 

Cheng and Kim (1978) 

Froese Fisher (1977) 

Migdalek and Baylis (1979) 

.38±.02 

.38±.06 

,53 

57 

,32 

,32 

,37 

,37 

. 30±.02 

.35±.06 

.45 

.51 

.27 

. 2 6  

.31 

.31 
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primary and cascade decays described in Chapter 3, we also 

list the results from a multiexponential fit to the primary 

decay alone. The uncertainties of the joint analysis are 

estimated from the consistency of the results obtained when 

using different fitting functions for the decay curves 

(i.e. multiexponential and polynomial fits). The 

statistical uncertainty given by the CURFIT (Bevington, 

1969) computer program is listed for the results of the 

standard multiexponential fit to the primary decay. For 

comparison, previous experimental results by Pinnington, 

Kernahan, and Donnelly (1977) and Knystautas and Drouin 

(1977) as well as mean-lives derived from theoretical 

oscillator strengths of several authors are also given in 

Table 3. Froese Fisher (1977) and Weiss (1975, private 

communication reported by Froese Fisher) report total 

oscillator strengths for the 4s-4p multiplet in the Ga III, 

As V, Kr VIII, and Mo XIV members of the copper 

isoelectronic sequence. We interpolated their results to 

the Br VII ion and then calculated the individual 

oscillator strengths of the multiplet components using the 

ratio of f^/2 /^3/2 9iven Migdalek and Baylis (1979) . 

Weiss used a single configuration Hartree Fock 

calculation which ignores electron correlation effects. 

The mean-lives derived from his calculation are 

considerably shorter than our experimental results. Froese 

Fisher performed an extended multi-configurational Hartree 
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Pock (MCHF) calculation in which one of the ten 3d orbitals 

was allowed to be different from the other nine. By 

including additional configurations, her model includes 

correlation effects, in particular the polarization of the 

core by the outer electron. The results of this 

calculation are in excellent agreement with our 

experimental values. Another theoretical approach is used 

by Migdalek and Baylis (1979) who calculate relativistic 

wavefunctions by numerically solving the Dirac equations 

for a model effective potential. Their model potential 

includes terms corresponding to the polarization of the 

core and the exchange potential. The magnitude of the 

exchange potential is determined empirically by requiring 

the eigenvalues of the Dirac equation to fit the values of 

the ionization potential. The radial dipole integral is 

then determined using the calculated wavefuntions and 

taking into account the dipole moment of the core induced 

by the outer electron. The results obtained are nearly 

identical with those of Froese Fisher and agree with our 

measurements. Cheng and Kim (1978) have also calculated 

the oscillator strengths for these transitions using a 

Hartree Fock approach similar to that' of Weiss but 

including corrections for relativistic effects. Comparing 

their results to those of Weiss shows that the relativistic 

corrections have only a small effect in this case. 
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The two previous experiments, by Pinnington, et.al. 

(1977) and Knystautas and Drouin (1977), used a 

multiexponential fit to the primary decay curve which did 

not resolve the growing-in cascade from the 4p-4d 

transitions. As a result, their mean-life values are 

considerably longer than either our joint analysis or 

multiexponential fit results. It is not clear why they did 

not observe the growing-in behavior characteristic of a 

short lived cascade. Knystautas and Drouin reported seeing 

evidence of a growing-in cascade but were unable to include 

it in their multiexponential fit. 

Conclusion 

Our mean-life measurements of states in hydrogen-

and helium-like boron indicate that beam-foil decay curves 

analyzed by multiexponential curve fitting are generally 

accurate to about 13%. Occasionally unusual cascade 

schemes such as seen for the ls3s 3S state can, however, 

result in much larger errors if the cascades are not 

properly resolved by the curve fit. 

Comparison of our measured results for 2s2 2p3 -2s 

2p11 transitions in nitrogen-like ions with theory provided 

strong support for the NCMET calculations of Sinanoglu 

(1973). The semi-empirical approach of Fawcett (1978) 

showed discrepancies larger than the combined uncertainties 

when compared to the experimental results. 
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We measured the mean-lives of the 4s-4p transitions 

in copper-like Br VII using a joint analysis of the primary 

decay curve with the 4p-4d cascade decay curve. Our 

results showed that previous experiments failed to properly 

account for the cascade, resulting in too long a value for 

the mean-lives. Comparison with different theoretical 

determinations of the mean-lives showed excellent agreement 

^ with the theories which included polarization of the core 

by the outer electron. This measurement resolves the 

discrepancy that had existed between theory and experiment 

for this transition. 



APPENDIX 

A STEPPING MOTOR CONTROLLER 

A Heathkit ET-3400 single board microcomputer was 

used to operate the stepping motors on the spectrometer and 

foil wheel drives. The computer was interfaced to the 

motors through a peripheral interface adapter (PIA) MC6820 

chip. In addition, an eraseable programmable read-only 

memory (EPROM) 2708 chip was added to the computer to store 

the control program. 

Fig. A.l shows the connections between the 

computer and the PIA chip. The PIA has three inputs which 

are used to activate it. Inputs "chip select 0" (CSO) and 

"chip select 1" (CS1) must both receive a high (5 V) signal 

while "not chip select 2" (CS2) receives a low (0 V) signal 

before the PIA can communicate with the computer. The 

computer address lines A14 and A15 are connected to CSO and 

CS2, respectively, and the computer's "valid memory 

address" (VMA) line is connected to CS1. This means that 

the PIA will respond to the computer only when A14 and VMA 

are high and A15 is low. Address lines AO and Al connect 

to the "register select 0" (RSO) and "register select 1 

(RSI) inputs of the PIA and are used to select which 
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+24V 
to motor (power) 20 Computer 

Signals 

AO 

+5V 
36 

RSO 

PBO 35 24K RSI to motor line I 
32 47 AI4 CSO 

6820 
CS2 p| A 

23 AI5 

24 
VMA- CSI One of four 

33 00 DO 

PBI to motor line 2 

D2 02 

30 
D3 PB2 •> to motor line 3 

29 
D4 D4 

28 D5 D5 PB3 to motor line 4 

27 06 06 

26 D7 D7 
PB4 •* to block data acquisition 

R/W R/W 

25 

IRQ pulse to request motor advance 

Fig. A.1 Interface of Stepping Motor to the Microcomputer. 
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internal registers of the PIA are addressed by the 

computer. The data lines D0-D7 are used to transfer 

information between the computer and the PIA. The 

"read/write" (R/W) line is controlled by the computer and 

tells the PIA whether it should send or receive information 

on the data lines. In addition, the computer clock output 

($2) is connected to the "enable" (E) input of the PIA to 

sychronize data transfers. The PIA controls the stepping 

motor position through the signals output on lines PB0-PB3 

which are amplified by the four motor driver circuits. 

Line PB4 is used to block data taking while the stepping 

motor is advancing. 

The EPROM is interfaced to the computer as shown in 

Fig. A.2. The "not chip select" (CS) input is connected 

to the computer address lines A14 and A15 and to the R/W 

line through the four NAND gates shown. The EPROM will 

send data to the computer only if CS is low which requires 

that A14 be low and that A15 and R/W both be high. The 

output of the NAND gates also goes to the computer's "not 

read enable" (RE) input to tell the computer to accept data 

from the EPROM. Address lines A0-A9 select the particular 

memory location of the EPROM to be read by the computer 

through the data lines D0-D7. 

The EPROM is programmed in 6800 assembly language 

to advance the stepping motor a preset number of steps 

whenever the computer receives a pulse at its "interrupt 
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Pig. A.2 Interface of EPROM to the Microcomputer. 
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request" (IRQ) input. The basic program is given on the 

following page. The number of steps by which the stepping 

motor advances after each input pulse on the IRQ line is 

determined by the product of the numbers stored in memory 

locations 000D and 0010. The time interval between 

successive steps is determined by the timing delay loops in 

the program and is approximately 6 msec multiplied by the 

number in memory location 0012. 

When it was desired to repeatedly scan a certain 

wavelength region or to automatically repeat decay curve 

runs, the program shown was used as a subroutine by a 

longer control program. 



Addr, 

8000 
8002 
8005 
8007 
800A 
800C 
800E 
800F 
8011 
8013 
8014 
8016 
8018 
801A 
80 ID 
8020 
8022 
8025 
8027 
8029 
802C 
802F 
8030 
8031 
8032 
8033 
8034 
8035 
8036 
8039 
803B 
803D 
803F 
8041 
8042 
8044 
8045 
8047 
8048 
8049 
804C 
804E 
8051 
8054 
8057 
8059 

Op Code Label Mnemonic Comments 

86 FF INIT LDA FFH Initialize 
B7 6002 STA 6002 (PIA) PIA 
86 04 LDA 04H 
B7 6003 STA 6003 (PIA) 
86 3B LDA 3BH 
97 F7 STA 00F7 
0E CLI 
D6 10 START LDB 0010 
D7 11 STB 0011 
3E WAI Wait for 
D6 0D LOOP LDB 000D advance pulse 
D7 13 STB 0013 
D6 12 LDB 0012 
BD 803B ADVANCE JSR 803B (STEP) 
7D 0013 TST 0013 
26 F8 BNE ADVANCE 
7A 0011 DEC 0011 
26 ED BNE LOOP 
8B 10 ADDA 10H 
B7 6002 STA 6002 (PIA) Restart data 
7E 800F JMP START acquisition 
01 NOP 
00 TABLE 0 
05 0101 Output bit 
09 1001 patterns for 
OA 1010 successive motor 
06 0110 positions 
00 0  
CE 8031 RESET LDX 8031H 
20 02 BRA STEP2 
DE 16 STEP LDX 0016 
A6 00 STEP2 LDA X,00 
27 F5 BEQ RESET 
08 INX 
DF 16 STX 0016 
01 NOP 
01 NOP 
01 NOP 
01 NOP 
7A 0013 DEC 0013 
D7 OF STB 000F 
7F 0015 CLR 0015 
73 0015 TIME CMP 0015 Timing delay 
7A 0015 TIME2 DEC 0015 
26 FB BNE TIME2 
7A 000F DEC 000F 
26 F3 BNE TIME 
B7 6002 STA 6002 (PIA) Output new 
39 RTS motor position 
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